Considering the overall number of tornadoes reported each year it is a rare occurrence, but not without precedent, when a tornado encounters a moving train. According to available reports [l] the Great Northern Railway has had passenger trains and a freight struck by tornadoes in Minnesota on several occasions.
The 30 ft. froiii the road bed and a t right angles. As a consequence, 7 of the 11 coaches following were derailed. Again, on May 27, 1931 a t Moorhead, Minn., an %%ton coach of the speeding "Empire Builder" was lifted from the triicks and carried through the air by a tornado which struck :Lt right angles. It was deposited in a ditch 50 ft.
from the road bed while other coaches of the trtiin were torn from the locomotive nnd derailed. One passenger was hurled through a window and crushed in the wreckage. Minnesota again mas featured when on September 4, 1941, loaded steel coal cars weighing S0,OOO lb. each were overturned by a tornado near Minneapolis.
Of an S2-car freight train a t Gage, Okla. on June 21, 1955, 17 cars were derailed and 150 ft. of track \viis torn up as a tornado crossed the right-of-way.
However, there are relatively nunierous instances of standing freight cars and steel gondolas being blown off the tracks by tornadoes, several such cases occurring during the passage of the Dallas, Tex., tornado of April 2, 1957 [2]. Engineering computations showed that the minimum tornado wind speeds required varied from 53 m.p.l.1. to 217 m.p.h., depending on the type of car, its weight, and the angle a t which i t was struck by the winds. Figure 2 sho~vs a steel gondola ~vliich the Udall, IIans., tornado of M a y 25, 1955, lifted from the tracks (and trucks) and deposited upside down about 50 ft. away.
It is possible to indicate the extent to which the odds are against such occurrences. Thom [3] has developed n i l equation for determining the mean probability of a tornado's striking a point in any 1" square in the United States, the mean area of a tornado path being computed as 2.5209 mi.' For the 1" square (approximately 3,735 mi.* in area) in which the freight west of Claflin, Iinns., was struck, the mean recurrence interval is once in 474 yr., and for the strikes in Minnesota once in 1,456 yr.
